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Rules Crazy 15 
The Crazy 15 is a special Lustrum competition between the committees of Flow. With the tasks 
from the Crazy 15, points can be earned that will be added tot he Flowmission. Every correctly 
completed task is worth 1 point. Bonuspoints of 0,5 points can be awarded for e.g. creativity, 
size or distance.  
 

Awarding points 

In total, a committee can gain 15 points (excluding the bonuspoints) with correctly completed 
tasks. A task will only be considerd correct when it has been approved by the Daily Board. 
Bonuspoints will be awarded to only one committee per task. This will be done at the end of 
the Crazy 15. Tasks can be handed in up until the 15th of June 2018, 23:59h.  
 

Handing in tasks 

Handing in evidence of completion of tasks will be done via the board buddy of the committee. 
Evidence can be sent via WhatsApp or the email of the board buddy of the committee. Only 
the commissioner of the committee is allowed to hand in evidence. If this is done in a different 
way than mentioned, the task will not be considered correct. 
 

Correctness of tasks 

To consider a task as correct, it has to meet the following criteria: 

• The task has been fully completed. 

• The task has been completed with the entire committee, excluding the board buddy 
of the committee. The board buddy of the committee may participate in the tasks, but 
this is not mandatory to consider tasks as correct. 

• The evidence of the task has been sent via WhatsApp or email by the commissioner of 
the committee tot he board buddy of the committee. 

• The task has been completed as this has been described. 

• The task has been confirmed by the Daily Board. 

• The date of the task is included in the evidence of the task. 
 

Tasks of the Crazy 15 

Below, the 15 taks of the Crazy 15 are listed. Every tasks contains a description and a 
description of what kind of evidence has tob e handed in. Assignments can not be combined. 
 

1. Make a lipdub with your committee. 

Lipdubs have gained popularity over the years, and are sometimes performed by groups of 
over 700 people. A lipdub with your committee will not consist of 700 people, but that doesn’t 
make it less fun! Let your creativity take control and playback your brains out with this task. 
 
Submission method: video of the lipdub 
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2. Chalk the Flow Lustrumlogo very big.  

We like to carry out the Flowlogo on vests, pants, shirts, etc. It will be your tasks to do this as 
big as possible! Are there talented artists in your committee? Then you’re in luck. Chalk the 
logo as big as possible.  
 
Submission method: photo + measurements Flowlogo 

 

3. During daytime, take a picture with the entire Daily Board 2017-2018 of Flow.  

Gathering five board members can be quite the task. You committie will be trying this to take 
a beautiful picture! This can only be during daytime and not during one of the Daily Board 
meetings.   
 
Submission method: photo 
 

4. Sing the Lustrumson with 3 strangers. 

At Flow, we love music. Even as much that special Lustrumsong has been created fort he 3rd 
Lustrum of Flow! It will be up to you to sing this song as loud as you can, together with 3 
strangers. 
 
Submission method: video 
 

5. Wear a completely blue and yellow outfit. 

Flowclothing is there in all sorts and kinds. A complete, Flow-colored outfit, however, is not 
as easy to find. We want to see a picture of your entire committee in matching blue and yellow 
outfits. 
 
Submission method: photo 
 

6. Go on a committee activity. Note: a committee meeting or Flowactivity does not count. 

To organize great activities, committees need to work together really well. For a good working 
vibe, it is best if committees get to know each other. A great method for this is a committee 
activity! 

 
Submission method: photo 

 

7. Take a picture while feeding an animal. 

An apple, piece of bread or carrot: you probably have something lying around in your fridge 
to give tot he hungry animals in Tilburg. Eating together with your committee is already fun, 
but handing out food can be even better. And this gets even more amazing when this concerns 
animals. Feed the anmals of Tilburg with your committee! 
 
Submission method: photo 
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8. Bike as far as possible with your committee.  

Movement is healthy, and that’s why we like to see you in action! Take your bike an cycle 
through the Netherlands with your committee! Starting point: Klein Cafe Van Horen Zeggen. 
Ending point: as far away as possible! 
 
Submission method: photo with the sign post or kilometer counter + bicycles of the committee 
members 
 

9. Take a committee picture with an optical illusion. 

We all have a great committee picture already, but these can always be improved. Take a 
committee picture with an optical illusion. This can be anything, so get creative! 
 
Submission method: photo 

 

10. Sit on the couch in the Flow Office with your entire committee, together with the golden 

15 balloons. 

The couch in the Flow Office is known by everyone already. But how many people fit on this 
couch? It’s up to you to try and fit the entire committee on the couch, together with the golden 
15 balloons that are hanging in the Flow Office this year! 
 
Submission method: photo 

 

11. Learn a sentence in a different language of an international. Note: the international can 

not be an active member of Flow. 

Tilburg University is becoming more and more international. On the campus you thus hear all 

kinds of languages. It is your task yo learn a sentence in the language of an international! 

 

Submission method: video. 

12. Create a nice promotionvideo for Flow and post it to Facebook. 

Videos are very important to Flow. Go out and create a fun promotion video about our 
association! Then, post this on Facebook with the hashtag #FlowsCrazy15. Bonuspoints for the 
video with the most likes! 
 
Submission method: video 

 

13. Take Sheldon, the stuffed turtle of Flow, on an adventure. 

Since the beginning of this academic year, Sheldon has been supporting the Daily Board. 

However, he has not yet left the Flow Office. Take Sheldon out to live an amazing adventure 

together with your committee! 

 

Submission method: photo + description of the adventure 
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14. Take a picture together with a member of the Lustrum committee. 

For the 3rd Lustrum of Flow, the Lustrum committee has been working hard for a year already. 

The members of this committee can be found all around the city. Take a picture with your 

entire committee with one of the 8 members of the Lustrum committee (Donny Batenburg, 

Dennis de Groot, Johan van Diepen, Karen Foesenek, Linda Slaats, Marjolein Triepels, Suzan 

van Dijke or Yvonne Withagen). 

 

Submission method: photo 

15. Visit one of Flow’s sisters. 

Flow is not the only committee for students of Communication and Information Sciences in 
the Netherlands; we have all kinds of sisters! Our sisters are spread throughout the country. 
It is up to you to visit one of these sisters! The sisters of Flow are: Babylon, Commotie, 
Communiqué, SV Contact, Faculty Association EOS, Mercurius and Mycelium. 
 
Submission method: photo with sister board at their office 
 
 


